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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

Weʼre going to link it to a strong anchor of positive
memories repeatedly so that your mind eventually
makes the association to start thinking positively
when it wanders back to that fear.

When you anchor, you simply make the physical movement
you want to make during that three second peak - in this
case, touch the tips or sides of your index fingers
together.
Everytime you anchor another feeling to that anchor it will
grow stronger, and everytime you use it it will discharge.
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Photos of your own cute pet,
who you have an emotional
bond to, will work even more
effectively
Focus here and anchor
for two seconds

You are free to use photos of
anything that really delights you

EMOTION PEAKS
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The exercise is useless if your
inner voice is not playing along,
and unchecked it could sabotage
you

You might try repeating ʻlove, joy,
happiness, peaceʼ under your
breath or think it as you look at
each picture
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If youʼre still battling to get the
hang of inner voice stuff, just
record the the chant on your
smartphone and put the track on
loop for the duration of the
process
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ANCHOR HERE
1-2 SECONDS

You really want to charge this anchor up good and
solid.
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You will repeat this process a few times until your
mind makes the association to move from the fear to
thinking positive and upbeat.

EMOTION ENDS

EMOTION STARTS
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Think about your fear the way
you normally would
Now trigger your anchor and let
the feeling overtake you until you
are smiling .

Focus here and anchor
for two seconds each
1-2 se

Then, when youʼre ready, youʼre going to think of the
fearful thing and as the emotion peaks youʼre going
to trigger your feelgood anchor.

Accordingly, everytime your mind wanders to
thinking about the fear, you will now be infused with
positivity. Howʼs that for making it work for you?
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Focus here and anchor for
two seconds
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At the peak of each good feeling, youʼre going to
anchor it to touching the tips or sides of your index
fingers together.

Whenever you feel or experience any emotion, there is
about a three second peak when that emotion is at its
height and feels the strongest.
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Ensure that your inner voice is
repeating positive phrases
during this whole exercise

1-2 se

Youʼll need three to five positive pictures that
generate a powerful positive response in you. If you
have access, you can use funny vidoe clips too.

Photos of cute and baby
animals will almost always
work for anyone! Itʼs shown by
researchers in Japan that
looking at them reduces stress
and increases productivity
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So this process is really great for those obsessive
fears and anxieties that keep looping around and
around and around in your head ceaselessly.

how to anchor
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So the title suggests that weʼre going to somehow
chain your fear up, which is the truth really.
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Focus here and anchor for
two seconds

chain your fear

fear

Shake it off and repeat three to
seven times, shaking it off each
time in between.
If itʼs very scary, try reinforcing
the anchors inbetween each round
of triggering the fear and linking
that to the anchor.
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Itʼs taken when you automatically
start thinking feeling positive
instead everytime your thoughts
wanders to your fear :)
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diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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